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Camp guests from Bavaria, Germany

Between August 8 and 14, we had a very nice visit by 28 teenagers from Deggendorf (Bavaria,
Germany).
They experienced an adventure camp with moose-safari, a lake trip with canoes, climbing and
hiking. The evenings were filled with romantic BBQ's (grilled Salmon!) at the campfire, with music
and laughter. We had lots of fun with these guests.
"Välkommen åter!" - See you again!
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Indian village

field kitchen

breakfast 'on the floor'

'Kubb'-championship

curious spectators

BBQ at its best

Thunderstorm

Even during the nicest summer it has to rain sometimes. On August 3rd such a 'refreshment' turned
our gateway into a creek and parts of the tenting area into a second swimming pool. Thanks to the
hearted help of the afflicted tent guests there were no remaining damages. Positive side effects:
One or the other castle with a ditch around arose and we had lots to talk during the next evening at
the campfire....

Much water, not only in
the air...

...but also within the
tent...

...last rescue a 'castleditch'

site with beach

it was also windy...

silence after the storm fishing at the tent
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Impressions in July

Mostly sunny weather, but also some days with rain showers coined this summer. Our lake 'Nedre
Brocken' reached water temperatures of 26°C, close to the beach 27° C - who still wanted to go to
Spain? Besides, this year's Blueberries were quite large and tasty. However, we had (only some)
mosquitoes - rather unusual in this area.
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a small rain shower
doesn't hurt...

... a bad one
neither!
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V8 at its best!
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Summer guests 2004

Is there a 'typical' kind of camping guest? This year's summer guests came by walking as well as by
luxury- or small cars. From dreaming in a sleeping bag under the stars to a 'wellness-weekend' with
feather-bed and swimming pool we had many wishes to spend the night. Actually, camping guests
have only one thing in common: high spirits!

on the way to the
'Classic-Car-Week' in
Mora

Chevy built 1957 with
stylish caravan

beautiful Buick

Austrian adventure
camp

our Polish students always on high spirits!
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Pawel and Dorotha at
their breakfast

hiker on his way from
Cape North to Sicilia!

these cans have been
collected on a distance
of about 1 km (0.6
miles)...

Franks friend Stephan
...and his 'café-tent site'
Lütjens...

teacher from Badenour 'record' beery
Württemberg (southern
pluckers - 500kg during
Germany) on his tour
just one weekend!
through Värmland

Hard work even during the summer

We even worked a lot during the summer season. A traditionally built fence, a new kitchen for our
tent guests and a wonderful fireplace with BBQ aroused in July. Our tent guests from Deggendorf
(Bavaria, Germany) fixed the camp lights during their "climbing training" (in about 8 m height!).
Two new boats are now ready for rental.

the new fence

kitchen for tent
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the fireplace...

...invites to a BBQ.

change of a bulb in
8m height

the crooked
lamplight...
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...is being
straightened out
with help of
ropes ...

...and many
helping guests.

fishing boat "Lisa" in newly renovated
shape

sailboat "Pelle"

New playground and extended service

Tommy can breathe again - the preparation to our summer season has almost been finished. We
can offer some news for you: We built a new playing ground for our young guests. And since also
grown-ups like to play, you may lend soccer goals, badminton and Boccia sets as well as the famous
Swedish 'Kubb' game - free of charge.
We mounted smoke detectors and new curtains in the cottages to let you feel even more
comfortable and save. Also the pool surroundings has been freshly renovated.
We bought a boat and new bicycles for the rental. We are particularly proud on our new tandem
cycle. It allows you to explore the beautiful camp surroundings in a very environmental friendly way.
Information folders in the cottages and a new information board shall easy your holiday planning.
We recently started to sell fishing licenses for regional waters.

...and before the
the new playing area inauguration. We will
our new tandem cycle
under construction...
build further
equipment.
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information board
showing tourist
attractions and our
activities

Happy guests during the sports holidays

Dream weather and 50 cm snow - the campsite was completely occupied and our guests had much
fun. On the Hovfjäll mountain we found amazing downhill- and cross country skiing conditions. Table
tennis was a favorite game on the evenings - also Frank participated in "Camping45's - Table
Tennis Championship - sports holidays 2004" against a young guest from Fiskebäckskil (and Frank
won, but he had a 25 years advantage ;-).

dream weather...
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All lifts were open on the
Hovfjäll ski resort

Frank Steidl first day on ski

Frank jumps

ice fishing!

